MIRROR’S goal is to assist in reinventing the craft of
hairdressing, professionalize the industry and create
opportunities for stylists to learn from the masters.
The MIRROR concept was created to fill the gap in
today’s marketing events for hairdressers.
“Most hairdressers share the opinion that hair care events in
the Benelux are too product focused – there is huge room
for improvement in terms of education and inspiration,”
MIRROR will provide a forum for leading hair stylists
to share and learn from one another and to bring that
knowledge to practice.”
Its two-day agenda will include lectures, workshops and
networking events. Each day will have a different focus:
Cutting, Colouring and Styling. There will also be specialist

courses on subjects like trend watching, team building
and administration. Opening and closing events will target
industry elite, celebrities, suppliers and media.
“We’re confident that our expertise combined with our
industry experience and connections will help make
MIRROR a success,”
MIRROR’S design concept will be created to appeal to a
metropolitan, stylish ‘early adopter’ target audience. Its 2D
and 3D design will be rough and outspoken, and will use
a dynamic and colourful philosophy that is rich in contrast.
The event venue, the Kromhouthal, an old industrial facility
in Amsterdam North will provide the ideal backdrop for an
inspirational event.

Great hairdressers are on top of international industry
developments and trends shifts in various ways: inspiration
comes from various fields, such as art, architecture,
photography and music, to name but a few.

MIRROR will bring you inspiration
through a different point of view.
You will become inspired!

Mirror’s goal is to show the creations of the industry. Never
before has transparency been so important, demonstrating
the how and why of creativity. Approximately 650 m2 of
Mirror is dedicated to partners who would like to work with
this philosophy.

Open & closed area’s allow for a maximum of 125 attendees
to witness masters in the field sharing their creative
working methods. Our catwalk will host up to 300 persons.
Enjoy national and international artists demonstrating their
skills and artistry.

MIRROR is connecting with innovative
ideologies!

MIRROR features various masterclasses
to inform you about their hair-care
expertise!

Our profession is changing and the number of specialized
hairdressers in the field is growing. They all create their
own platform: think of a color or cutting specialist, an Afrohairstylist, a fashion or photo-shoot hairstylist.

MIRROR will embrace the artistry!

Be part of it and join us at MIRROR the hair convention.
Attached you will find an entry form with more detailed
information about the event.

Artist impression of event space

MIRROR is organised by Modefabriek bv in co-operation with Jörgen Blom

For further information please contact
Jörgen Blom
Phone +31 (0)6 10 24 25 48
jorgen@modefabriek.nl
Claire Tulfer
Modefabriek BV
Gedempt Hamerkanaal 29
1021 KL Amsterdam
Phone +31 (0)20 44 21 960
Fax +31 (0)20 44 21 961
claire@modefabriek.nl
check also www.mirrorthehairconvention.com
We look forward to welcome you as a participant at
MIRROR the hair convention

